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At the Crossroads of the East 
 

Kuiyi Shen 
 

The late years of the Cold War, particularly the 1970s, established distinctive 

local approaches to art in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and mainland China.  The three were 

situated in completely different social, political, and economic contexts during this 

period. The short-lived boom of modern art in 1960s Taiwan was set back in the 

1970s by complicated political responses to the global situation, including a growing 

economy along with loss of representation in the UN.  In Hong Kong, modernist art 

appeared in the 1960s and 1970s as the post-colonial era yielded a new approach 

that stimulated birth of a local Hong Kong consciousness in the last British colony in 

Asia.  Meanwhile, the mainland was in the throes of the Cultural Revolution, almost 

completely cut off from the outside world, and taking its socialist realist propaganda 

art to extremes. However, earthshaking changes would soon appear in the larger 

world, based on small cracks in the established structure that could be traced back 

for decades.   

During the thirty years when relations with China were cut-off or restricted, 

between 1949 and 1979, art in Hong Kong and Taiwan developed largely independently 

of that on the mainland.  When China reopened, therefore, the first place many mainland 

artists turned was to these two alternative versions of Chinese culture. 

Taiwan and Hong Kong are different in many fundamental ways, from spoken 

dialect to colonial history.  Nevertheless, they shared a common historical characteristic: 

lengthy and thorough subjugation to colonial rule, and between 1949 and 1979 a common 

cultural orientation to Western Europe and the U.S.  It was their position in relationship 
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to the West (i.e. the non-Communist world) rather than the East (Communist bloc) that  

brought their art worlds into alignment with one another by the 1970s and made possible 

the significant role they played in the modernization of mainland China’s art world in the 

1980s.  

Hong Kong 

 The primary direction of migration was into Hong Kong from China.  For the first 

ten or fifteen years after establishment of the PRC, the Hong Kong art world saw both the 

influx of fellow Cantonese artists, whose work was generally in tune with their own, and 

new arrivals who brought with them trends from the art worlds of Shanghai, Nanjing, and 

Beijing.   Gu Qingyao.  

In the absence of more formal structures for artistic activity, many new art 

clubs and groups were established in the 1950s. Among artists active in organizing Hong 

Kong art societies were Zhao Shao’ang (1905-1998) and Lü Shoukun (1919-1975), 

both of whom worked in the Lingnan style. The enduring appeal of this manner of 

painting in Hong Kong insured its survival into the late 20th century.  With growing 

prosperity in the 1960s and 1970s, the Lingnan School, by that time in its third 

generation, continued to flourish. 

With the international decline of colonialism following World War II, the British 

Empire also began to wane.  To maintain control of Hong Kong under these 

circumstances, Britain required a thoughtful policy toward the Chinese subjects of the 

colony.  By the latter half of the 1950s the British government in Hong Kong had begun 

to intentionally cultivate among Hong Kong residents a form of civic pride--the idea that 
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Hong Kong was a special place and that they therefore enjoyed a unique Hong Kong 

identity.   

The Chinese Art Club (Xianggang zhongguo meishuhui), established in 1956, was 

perhaps most influential of the groups within the evolving colonial society.  It was neutral 

politically, at least in relationship to China, but was originally conceived as an alternative 

to the Hong Kong Art Club, which showed only oils and watercolors, mainly by British 

colonial artists.   The cultural agenda of the Chinese Art Club received support from the 

colonial authorities, and the British Council began financing their annual exhibition and 

journal.  In 1956 the British Council further collaborated with the Chinese Art Club to 

send a travelling exhibition of Chinese painting to various cities in Southeast Asia. i By 

1958 it was formally registered with the Hong Kong government, had 200 members, and 

also became part of the Hong Kong Arts Festival, an event established by the British 

Council in 1955. 

Over the course of the 1960s many came to accept this cultural status.  Hong 

Kong identity had several ramifications—it served to invest those who felt it with a 

greater stake in the colony’s success-- and it divorced Hong Kong Chinese from an 

attachment to China.  Directly supporting the growth of a Hong Kong cultural 

consciousness in the late 1950s and 1960s were new educational and cultural institutions, 

with their promotion of local culture and art.  Then, from March to October of 1967, a 

campaign of leftist riots and terrifying violence further alienated the Hong Kong public 

from the Chinese regime. The conjunction of these two factors, Britain’s encouragement 

of a positive feeling for Hong Kong and China’s actions to inspire fear, brought Hong 

Kong into a distinctive cultural space.    
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The development of a distinctive modern Hong Kong art may be, at least in part, 

associated with the establishment of an academic program in fine arts at New Asia 

College in the late 1950s, thus introducing art into higher education. Among its other 

strengths, which included study of classical Chinese art, it was significant in its first two 

decades as a locus for development of a new abstract form of ink painting that became 

particularly identified with Hong Kong culture. Ding Yanyong , Chen Shiwen , Wang 

Jiqian (C. C. Wang) , Zeng Kerui. Although many sources of information on 

modernism were available in the late 1950s, few were as direct as those brought to the 

New Asia program from Paris in 1958 by Zao Wouki.  Zao was invited to exhibit his 

new works at New Asia College in the spring of 1958.  His lectures were widely 

published and his passionate engagement with abstraction inspired young artists in Hong 

Kong.  

Interest in post-war forms of modernism had already begun to grow by this time.  

In 1956 a magazine called New Wave Arts and Literature (Wenyi xinchao) was 

established to introduce modernist culture and art, and the following year the Hong Kong 

Artists Association, with Lü Shoukun as a member, was formed with the same goal.   In 

1958 the Modern Literature and Arts Association, was organised by Wucius Wong, 

Wailam Yip, and Li Yinghou, to bring aspiring modernist writers and artists together.  

Some of its members had recently graduated from schools abroad. Chiang Yee (Zhang 

Yi) and Van Lau (Wen Lou).   A main goal of the group as a whole was to promote an 

Eastern form of modernist art and literature in Hong Kong.  They published two 

magazines, Xin sichao (New Trends) in 1959 and Hao wang jiao (Cape of Good Hope) in 

1963 and organized three Hong Kong International Art salons in 1960, 1962, and 1964.  
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They showed modernist artworks from Hong Kong, along with those from Europe, the 

United States, Southeast Asia, and Taiwan.  The connections between modernist 

movements developing in Taiwan and Hong Kong were particularly important to both art 

worlds in this period.   

 Several developments within the cultural administration affected art in the early 

1960s.  In 1962, to promote Hong Kong Art, a gallery was established in the newly 

constructed Hong Kong City Hall with an opening show entitled Hong Kong Art Today.   

Establishment of such an authoritative venue made it possible to effect a change in arts 

direction.  The gallery’s first director, John Warner, emphasised experimentation and 

creativity, including new uses of media, as criteria for selection of works.   Modernism 

now had both a venue and an increasingly mainstream position. Lü Shoukun, Van Lau.  

The increasingly abstract New Ink Art, which combined up-to-date Western 

abstract expressionism with traditional Asian materials, was warmly welcomed in the 

new City Hall Art Gallery as in the university program. Although abstract ink art was not 

initially claimed by its artists to be a sign of Hong Kong culture, and indeed was more 

often discussed by them in reference to Asian philosophy or an Eastern (dongfang) 

aesthetic, the curators and critics who determined its position in the artistic canon 

eventually discussed it in terms of Hong Kong identity.  This art, neither British nor 

Chinese, was promoted in a way that suggested an independent culture that was, of 

practical necessity, beyond the nation-state.  In the era of new ink’s ascendency, 

contemporary art in traditional forms was largely left out of the institutional mainstream, 

continuing to develop primarily in the studios and private tutorials that competed with 

formal academic institutions. Wucius Wong, Liu Kuo-sung. (Liu  Guosong; b. 1932),  
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who moved from Taiwan to Hong Kong in 1971 to teach in the Fine Arts Department in 

CUHK,  served as chair from 1972 to 1976, promoted the teaching of modern painting in 

the extension division, and in 1977, with his students, established the Hong Kong Modern 

Ink Painting Association.   During his 21-year teaching career at CUHK he was a strong 

voice for New Ink Art in the colony.  After the opening of China, his art and theories had 

a strong impact in the People’s Republic of China as well.   

Liu was an early adherent of modernism.  In 1956, not long after his graduation 

from Taiwan Normal University, he and like-minded young artists founded the Fifth 

Moon Painting Society (Wuyue huahui; a reference to the Salon de mai) to encourage 

modernist art in Taiwan.  Allegedly because of its enthusiasm for one-time Communist 

Pablo Picasso, the Fifth Moon Society came under suspicion of Communist leanings, a 

deadly serious matter in martial law Taiwan.  Unable to exhibit in Taiwan, they found 

success in their submissions to international exhibitions, including the Sao Paulo Biennial 

and the Paris Youth Exhibition, thus moving directly out of the studio into the 

international sphere. 

In the early 1960s, soon after Liu first saw the great Song dynasty landscape 

paintings in the National Palace Museum collection, he abandoned canvas in favor of 

paper, ink, and collage, aiming to create a modern ink painting.   From this point his 

modernist challenge to tradition took aim at his native artistic heritage. Like Lü Shoukun 

and Wucius Wong, Liu Kuo-sung stirred controversy by writing extensively about his 

artistic theories, thus stirring controversy. One important aspect of his early career was 

his adoption of the term ink painting (shuimohua) instead of national painting (guohua) 

to label his art.  He was, throughout most of his career, quite conscious of his position 
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vis-à-vis international art, and as something of a wanderer, avoided the parochial 

terminology of nation.   

Liu’s role as a pioneer of an internationally oriented modern Asian painting has 

been celebrated in mainland China since 1980.  In 1981 he was invited to exhibit at the 

newly established Chinese Painting Research Institute in Beijing, and two years later to 

hold his first mainland solo show at the National Art Museum of China. In an era in 

China when artists were vigorously seeking alternatives to the highly politicised art of the 

Cultural Revolution, Liu Kuo-sung’s art and artistic ideals, which he presented in a 

lecture series at the Central Academy of Fine Arts in 1983, were particularly welcome.  

He has continued to travel, speak, and exhibit in China, reinforcing the legacy of those 

early contacts.  The roots of the Experimental Ink Painting movement in mainland China 

should be traced to the New Ink Art of 1970s and 1980s Hong Kong and Taiwan, and 

particularly to the art and theory of Liu Kuo-sung.   

In the 1970s Hong Kong became one of the most important cities of Asia, and 

indeed of the capitalist world, one that took pride in its prosperity, sense of order, 

rationality, practicality, peace, and freedom.   The rise of New Ink Art as a sign of Hong 

Kong’s identity was thus supported by economic and civic developments. This sense of 

security, and even superiority, was shattered, however, when negotiations between 

Britain and China about the future of Hong Kong began in 1979. In 1981 revisions to the 

British passport regulations made most Hong Kongers ineligible for immigration to the 

U.K.  Then, in 1984, the government of Margaret Thatcher announced that the entire 

colony would be returned to China when the lease on the New Territories expired in 

1997.  This decision created for Hong Kong residents a particular post-colonial 
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situation—Hong Kongers would be handed back to a country that, in 1984, clearly lacked 

the legal protections, rational economic framework, and personal freedom to which they 

were accustomed.  The fragility of the Hong Kong identity, which was based most 

fundamentally on the assumption of Hong Kong’s stability, was exposed.    

Although an outward migration began immediately, the most dramatic expression 

of local concern about the handover took place five years later, following the June 4, 

1989, massacre in Beijing.  The terror the Cultural Revolution riots had inspired was 

revived in the minds of the people of Hong Kong, who entered an unprecedented period 

of political and civic activism.  Direct elections for the Legislative Council were phased 

in beginning in 1991.  In 1995, the Hong Kong Arts Development Council was 

established, making public funding available for experimental or innovative forms of art.   

As relations between China and Hong Kong became more closely interlinked in the lead-

up to 1997, Hong Kong’s now endangered local character became a matter of widespread 

anxiety.    

Events that were entirely external—decisions made in Beijing or London—

Washington or Moscow—produced a major change in the mentality of Hong Kong’s 

citizenry.  For artists, these changes paralleled world art trends, and particularly the shift 

in the artistic mainstream from modernism to postmodernism.   

Taiwan 

As in Hong Kong, Taiwan saw a flood of refugees arrive from mainland China 

after the Communist victory.  Initially believing that this exile would be temporary, when 

the government of the Republic of China began its retreat from the Communists on the 

mainland in 1948, it implemented martial law. Significantly, however, the government in 
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exile retained the diplomatic recognition of most nations of the Western world and its 

seat at the UN; in the discourse of the Cold War, it was “Free China.” The most 

important artistic and cultural trend promoted by the authorities in the period between 

1949 and the mid-1980s was aimed to identify the Nationalist government with the 

preservation and restoration of China’s classical culture, as a de facto cultural symbol of 

the Nationalist government.  

Pu Ru (Pu Xinyu, 1896-1963), Huang Junbi, Liu Shi (1910-1997), Chang Dai-

chien (Zhang Daqian; 1899-1983).  

In addition to ink painters, Taiwan’s art world was stimulated by the arrival of oil 

painters with new ideas.  Li Chung-sheng (Li Zhongsheng, 1912-1984). A veteran of the 

1930s modern art movement in both Shanghai and Guangzhou, arrived in Taipei in 1949.  

A prolific writer, he carried his enthusiasm for modernism from his early career as a 

member of the Storm Society and Independent Artists Association in the early 1930s on 

into many articles published in Taiwan.  In his private studio in the early 1950s, he 

quickly attracted a group of aspiring young artists, whose minds he filled with calls for 

freedom, originality, and creativity.   

This laid the groundwork for a modernist revolt against cultural orthodoxy in the 

mid-1950s. The year 1957 saw the establishment of two modernist painting societies, the 

Fifth Moon Painting Society and the Eastern Painting Society (Dongfang; Ton Fan).ii  

The Fifth Moon Painting Society was established by graduates of the Provincial Normal 

College, including Liu Kuo-sung and Chuang Cheh (Zhuang Zhe, b. 1934), with the 

encouragement of their teacher Liao Chi-chun. The group, supported in their efforts by 

novelists, musicians, and poets, argued vigorously in print, in debate, and most 
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importantly, with their own works of art, that the only form of art that could be 

considered modern was abstract. The Eastern Painting Society was comprised of many of 

Li Chung-sheng’s young students, and included a mixture of teachers and young soldiers.   

Hsia Yang (Xia Yang, b. 1932); and Wu Hao (b. 1931)  Their polemics were all the 

more controversial because of the effective discourse with which they articulated their 

aesthetic theories, and their challenge to both the conservatism of the Provincial 

Exhibition and the dominance of Japanese-style painting.  Unlike mainland Chinese 

artists in the 1950s, the iconoclasts in Taiwan were free to write and to speak about art, 

but they still had no exhibition venue and garnered no institutional support for their 

artistic activities.  As a result, they looked abroad for validation, successfully submitting 

their works to the Sao Paulo Biennial and the Paris Youth Biennial.  

In 1960 these two groups were among seventeen non-mainstream painting 

organisations that were brought together under the umbrella of the newly established 

Chinese Modern Art Center.  In 1964, pop artist Robert Rauschenberg won the prize at 

the Venice Biennial.  The following year in Taiwan, a key support for the abstract 

movement, the cultural magazine and gallery Wenxing (Literary Star), closed when its 

proprietor went bankrupt. Many young Taiwanese modernists left for the West, thinning 

the modernist ranks.  Liu Kuo-sung departed for the U.S. in 1964; Chuang Che in 1966.  

The abstract expressionists reached the height of their achievements in the 1960s and 

1970s, breaking down the boundaries between Asian art and Western art, and creating 

means of expression that was both modern and Chinese.  The following decades would 

see changes on the international front that would gradually leave this art behind.  Hsia 
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Yang, for example, took up postmodernism after his journey to New York, where he was 

successful as a photorealist painter.  

The 1970s and 1980s were a time of increasing prosperity in Taiwan, but were 

also a period during which the Taiwanese art world and society suffered a number of 

shocks.  First, in 1972, the Peoples Republic of China was recognised as the legitimate 

government of China and took Taiwan’s seat in the United Nations.  Jiang Jieshi died in 

1975 and was formally succeeded in 1978 by his son, Jiang Jingguo (Chiang Ching-kuo; 

1910-1988), in 1978. The U.S. formally dropped diplomatic relations with the R.O.C. at 

the end of 1978.   Jiang Jingguo, who served as president until his death in 1988, initiated 

major economic developments, gradually relaxed controls on political speech and 

organizations and in 1987 lifted martial law.  As it became clear that Taiwan was 

internationally isolated, the Taiwanese cultural world responded with a profound 

rethinking of its identity and local culture. The 1970s and 1980s are thus characterised as 

the era of a developing “native consciousness.”    

 The primary cultural ideology until the early-1970s was that of Taiwan as the last 

bastion of China’s traditional culture. Even the modernist movements of the 1950s to 

1970s were dominated by mainlanders still tended to think of their work in terms of a 

broader Chinese culture.  The 1970s and 1980s, then, saw the art world turn instead to 

roots in the native soil of Taiwan. At the same time, a search for authenticity in 

contemporary Taiwanese art led to the discovery of artists of Taiwanese heritage whose 

work could easily be distinguished from that of mainlander artists.   The nativist 

movement in 1970s and 1980s Taiwan thus had multiple strands—a rejection of the 

culture of the post-1945 mainland immigrants, and at the same time, after diplomatic 
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rejection by the U.S., a turning away from American cultural influence in favor of a 

nostalgic engagement with that of Japan.  The lifting of martial law, as well, made 

possible the open expression of political sentiments.  

 Although the nature of the colonial experiences in Taiwan and Hong Kong were 

different in many specifics, by 1990 they shared certain general characteristics.  Both 

societies had been very dramatically changed by their colonial experiences.  At the same 

time, their practical separation from China, particularly between 1949 and the 1980s, had 

produced a cultural and psychological separation, as well.  A few artists with strong 

emotional, personal, or family ties on the mainland, such as Liu Kuo-sung and C.C. 

Wang, began frequent visits to the PRC.  In general, however, by 1990, artists in Hong 

Kong and Taiwan inhabited an art world that was cut off culturally, psychologically, and, 

to some extent, ethnically, from that of the mainland.  It would only be with China’s 

reopening in 1993, that certain internationally-oriented artists from Hong Kong, Taiwan, 

and China would begin to share the common space of global art.   

Mainland China 

Meanwhile, the second half of the 1960s and first half of the 1970s, the mainland 

was in the throes of the Cultural Revolution, almost completely cut off from the outside 

world, and taking its socialist realist propaganda art to extremes.  This period 

conclusively broke the transmission of China’s traditional art of ink painting, which was 

endangered by the forces of Westernisation in the preceding Republican period and then 

further attacked in the early years of the People’s Republic of China.  During the Cultural 

Revolution, the inherited aesthetics and intensely self-expressive techniques of these elite 

traditions were, along with their practitioners, almost completely discredited.  China’s art 
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historical heritage was replaced by one engineered for the purpose, a form of socialist 

realism that was modified in accord with narrow definitions of Chinese folk taste, yet that 

remained, regardless of whether executed in oil or ink, essentially Western in its 

conception.  This systematic remaking of the nation’s visual aesthetic was accelerated as 

an unprecedented number of young people were recruited into the visual and performing 

arts, yielding an extremely large and strong cohort of Chinese artists, almost all of whom 

were trained in the uniform and often bombastic official style designed to represent China 

as a highly centralised socialist state.   

Many artists participated in this frenzy political movement, and contributed to the 

movement by spontaneous artistic efforts that formed the Cultural Revolution’s visual 

image—posters, billboards, broadsheets, and tabloids.   

The first few years of the Cultural Revolution, dominated by the Red Guard 

movement, saw the printing of vast quantities of prints, cartoons and posters in the so-

called Red Sea, a movement in which slogans and Mao’s image were painted or pasted 

on every available architectural surface.   The second phase of Cultural Revolution art is 

that of Worker-Peasant-Soldier art made between 1971 and 1976.  Worker-Peasant-

Soldier art most commonly took the workers, peasants, or soldiers as its subject matter, 

and was created by artists of the worker, peasant, or soldier class.  The close controls 

over official art in the late Cultural Revolution yielded an extreme and easily 

recognisable period style. The approved style was relatively uniform, a narrowly defined 

academic manner that synthesized the academic painting of the art colleges and the more 

restrictive requirements Jiang Qing developed for the “model” theatrical works. 
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Even under this difficult condition, some young artists, emerging from the 

bleakness and desperation of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), stood up against the 

ideological premise canonised in the first thirty years of the P.R.C. that art must serve the 

state.  Instead of the required art of socialist realism, with its artificially optimistic images 

of ever-smiling workers and peasants, The Wuming Group artists of Beijing sought a 

realm of freedom in the beauty of nature.  Such subject matter was entirely apolitical, but 

in a repressive era, what one refused to say was far more conspicuous than what one said.  

To be apolitical was to dissent.  It was perhaps only in this very peculiar environment that 

a lyrical landscape could and would be read as a courageous, even foolhardy, attack on 

the dictator and his art .  

The Star Painting Society, also from Beijing, were brought together for the 

purposes of an artistically and politically provocative exhibition in 1979 and became 

notorious for hanging their exhibition on the fence outside the Chinese National Art 

Gallery on September 27, 1979.  Many of their member were involved in underground 

poetry and literature during the Cultural Revolution and had formed circles of literary 

friends, their existence as an art group lasted for only two years, 1979 and 1980, and was 

intimately tied to the Democracy Wall movement.  The Stars was thus a loose collection 

of strong individualists.  

Both the Wuming and the Stars might be seen as the inheritors of the New 

Culture movement of the 1910s, when reformist writers who considered modernisation 

and Westernisation to be two sides of the same coin sought to liberate China from its 

feudal past.  These two Beijing groups rather naturally gravitated to Western cultural 

forms, such as free verse poetry, classical music, film, and theater, and in art to oil 
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painting, prints and sculpture. They sought artistic truth in the authenticity of human 

desire, pain, and dreams, explored the personal meaning of creativity, and asserted the 

value of the individual.  In the process, they demonstrated an alternative to the closed 

aesthetic and political system of socialist realism, and laid the groundwork for Chinese 

art to emerge from its self-imposed isolation.  Their approaches to art were quite 

different, but they shared a common aim of overthrowing the falsity of propaganda and 

replacing it with an art that spoke the truth.  By 1985, many of these courageous 

individuals were themselves banned, but their fundamental goals were adopted by art 

students at the official academies, yielding an explosion of artistic exploration in the late 

1980s and the creation of a new Chinese art world. 

During the second half of the 1980s, as the Cold War was beginning to wind 

down, we see the dramatic appearance of modernist art in mainland China. The gradual 

softening in Communist bloc countries that suddenly concluded with the end of the Cold 

War in 1989 threw all three quite divergent art worlds into a common global 

environment.  All these distinctive local features changed after the Cold War finished, but 

during the new era, their legacy left an impact on the development of contemporary art.  

 

 
                                                        
i  It was also funded partly by USIA, and showed in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, 

Bangkok, Penang, Rangoon, and Kuching, Malaya, in museums and British Council 

offices.  
ii See Michael Sullivan, Art and Artists, pp. 181-185 for further discussion of artists in 

these groups. 


